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Sit, I Got Your Back
As we grow up, no matter how difficult life gets, mother always said: "Don't
worry, we are always here for you." Shield wants you to feel this love in
work as well. With a powerful shield shape, it is highly reliable to protect
the health of your waist and back, offering you comfort and support to
enhance working experience.
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Colors for Everyone
An office chair should be reliable and comfortable, what else? Colors! Shield
chair is available in 9 colors. Bright colors are inspiring, which are favored by
creative and marketing staff; cold colors are mature and stable, more suitable for
administrative and financial staff.
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Lumbar Support,
Artistic and Reliable
Inspired by the delicate lattice pattern African people draw on pottery, the
lumbar support of Shield chair is designed with a diagonal lattice pattern to
enhance stereoscopic vision. The lumbar support is narrower in the middle
part with high-elastic material to sufficiently support your waist.
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Care Your Body
Like A Shield
1/3 of your body weight is bore by the backrest when you sit down. Shield
adopts PA+GF30 material with high mechanical strength to create the back
frame. S-shaped curved back closely fits the curve of the back and waist,
offering proper support to each body part. The widened base is suitable for
international users of any body sizes.
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Your Assistant
For Easy Communication
In the information era, it is necessary to create a flexible and convenient office
environment. Shield chair is equipped with five-star base and universal casters to
move you around to have easy touch with others. The comfortable sitting experience
can keep you away from fatigue for a longer time.
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The backrest can tilt for 16 degree, relax your
back and waist.

Height of the armrest can be adjusted by
0-70mm, keep your elbow in proper height.

The lumbar support is optional, and can be
assembled easily.

The five-star base and universal casters make it
easy to move around.
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Broaden your vision
to handle
Any conference
Chairs with good performance help enhance efficiency in conferences. The base of Shield chair is height
adjustable, opening your horizon to catch small details.
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Standard

Lumbar support: optional

Armrest: optional

Back frame color: black & white

Base: metal base & nylon base

Cost-Effective
Option with
High Performance
Shield chair makes careful evaluation of each material, and passes the BIFMA quality inspection
test, ensuring excellent quality. It costs you only the price of a suit of clothes. Armrest, lumbar
support, and chair base are optional to meet different requirements.
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Specification

CSD60TW
W635*D580*H910(mm)

CSD62TW
W605*D580*H895(mm)

CSD64TW
W605*D580*H910(mm)

CSD66TW
W500*D580*H910(mm)

CSD61TW
W635*D580*H910(mm)

CSD63TW
W605*D580*H895(mm)

CSD65TW
W605*D580*H910(mm)

CSD67TW
W500*D580*H910(mm)

Backrest / Seat

CW-AN10H

CW-AN21H

CW-AN29H

CW-AN30H

CW-AN40H

CW-AN50H

CW-AN60H

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

CW-AN70H

CW-AN80H

